IMPORTANT Instructions for Gift Certificate Holders
Congratulations on the receipt of your gift certificate. You have been set up for an extra ordinary
outdoor adventure – Our most exclusive hot air balloon rides.
1) The gift certificate is valid for 1 Year, and you are free to schedule your balloon ride by calling our
office at (801) 824 3934. When making a reservation please have your certificate handy, and provide
your unique certificate endorsement.
2) Please make your reservation as early in advance as possible. We can not always guarantee
availability for desired dates
3) Our meeting time is always shortly after sunrise
4) You should be dressed as for a leisurely hike, bring a hat and a camera. No sandals or flip flops
please
5) Gift certificates cannot be redeemed for cash, neither in full or in part, but are fully transferable
6) We do have a 4 passenger minimum per flight, and a strict 24 hrs cancellation policy
7) All flights require good weather and are sunrise flights
8) Your certificate is your flight ticket. It must be presented to the pilot or crew at the day of your
flight.
9) Gratuity is not included or required, but it is customary to tip pilot and crew if you had a good
experience, similar to a restaurant.

Your Ballooning Itinerary:
After meeting, we will proceed to a nearby launch site. You are as much welcome to watch setting the
balloon up as you are giving us a hand. After a short briefing the pilot will ask you to get into the basket and
a couple of burns later, you will experience the over 250 years old form of aviation.
Towards the end of the flight, usually after about an hour, the pilot will navigate to a safe and accessible
landing site.
Again you are welcome to help us packing the balloon or enjoy the impressions of the flight. A typical
European balloon celebration with champagne or cider follows the packing.
From the landing site we will shuttle you back to the meeting point.
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